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NOTICES or MEETINGS or THE SOCIETY 
OF MEDICAL OFFICERS ov H E A L T H .  

THE Society has adjourned, and the next 
ordinary meeting in the usual course of things 
would not be until October. It  has, however, 
been proposed that a country meeting be held 
annually, and at a recent meeting of the Council 
it was resolved that the Annual Meeting be held at 
Worcester at the time of the Congress of the Sani- 
tary Institute. This will be about September 24th. 

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND BRANCH. 
The next meeting will take place on July 4th, 

at the Council House, Birmingham. A Paper will 
be read by Dr. UnderhiU, "The Ptomaines, Leuco- 
maines, and Extractives : their Position as possible 
Originators of Disease." 

THE DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE AT PRESTON.--The 
Town Council of Preston have applied to the 
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow 
.~13o, ooo for sewage works. It is proposed to 
carry the sewage some distance from the town, and 
to utilize it on 560 acres of land at Freckleton. 

WORKING MEN'S DWELLINGS,--The Govern.  
ment have written to the London County Council 
offering them the site of Millbank Prison for the 
erection of working men's dwellings. The offer is 
under the consideration of the Committee for the 
Housing of the Working Classes. 

No. x4. JuN~, ~S89. 

PROCEEDINGS OF T H E  SOCIETY OF 
MEDICAL OFFICERS OF H E A L T H .  

THE ordinary meeting of the Society was held 
on Friday, May roth, at the Scottish Corporation 
Hall, Fleet Street. Present :--Dr.  Corfield, presi- 
dent, in the chair; Dr. Lovett, treasurer; Dr. 
T. Orme Dudfield, vice-president; Mr. Shirley 
Murphy and Dr. Seaton, honorary secretaries; 
Mr. Wynter Blyth, editorof Journal ; Dr. Reginald 
Dudfield, Mr. Noel A. Humphreys, Dr. Rogers, 
Dr. Francis Scott, and Dr. T. W. Thompson. 

Dr. Sykes read the following paper : - -  

'~ CERTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE 

CAUSES OF DEATHS " 

(Beingtr~e sequel to a paper upon the same subject tmblished in 
PUBLIC HEALTH, July, x888). 

LAST Session I had the privilege of bringing before 
you some preliminary points in the control of burial 
and the verification and certification of deaths and 
of suggesting certain measures for circumventing 
defects in the process. Especially that the 18,000 or 
more deaths annually unterrified should be properly 
certified by medical certificates .and no longer 
detract from the value of mortality statistics nor 
continue to expose the community to a charge of 
moral laxity. Further, that the pathological causes 
or " b y  what"  the death was caused, in each of the 
28,ooo or more deaths now annuallycertified, 
generally incomprehensibly, by coroners' juries 
should be certified in definite terms and in proper 
form by medical certificate or report, the coroner's 
court sitting to decide the judicial cause or " b y  
whom" the death was caused. So that the causes 
of all deaths might be certified by written medical 
certificate. 

I t  is now proposed to deal with the causes of 
deaths as found certified in certificates and regis- 
tzars' returns, and with some points in their classi- 
fication, including therein the 3o, ooo and more 
deaths the causes of which are classified as "ill- 
defined," and the untold thousands of deaths 
wrongly classified from various causes. 

In dealing with the registered pathological causes 
of deaths for statistical purposes they are found 
liable to two great classes of errors--errcrs of 
diagnosis, and errors of certification. 

Errors of diagnosis overshadow all uncertified 
deaths and deaths certified by coroners' juries 
whose "findings" are expressed after simply view- 
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ing the body without medical evidence, or upon 
imperfectly elicited medical evidence, or in opposi- 
tion to medical evidence. I f  the causes of all deaths 
were certified by written medical certificate these 
forms of erroneous diagnosis would be eliminated. 
I t  would then only remain to perfect medical diag- 
nosis and diagnostic terms (such as, the misappli- 
~lation of the terms diphtheria and croup, sore- 
throat, quinsy, and laryngitis), and to provide that 
the reliability of mortality statistics should increase 
with the rapid advances of scientific medicine. The 
49th Annual Report of the Regi.trar-General p xx. 
runs thus : " I t  is useless, however, to shut our eyes 
to the imperfections of our records. To  be without 
trustworthy means of comparison is doubtlessly an 
evil, but to ignore the difficulties and deal with the 
records as thoroughly reliable would be still worse, 
for it is far better to be without statistics at all than 
to be misled by false ones." 

.Errors of certification are common to all 
deaths returned as uncertified, to most deaths 
certified by coroners' juries, and to a certain pro- 
portion of deaths certified by medical practitioners, 
and they prove a frequent source of difficult), in 
classification to compilers of mortality statistics. 
To  classify deaths reliably according to causes, even 
when properly certified, from the multiplicity of  
terms in use, requires a wide knowledge of the noso- 
logy and :etiology of diseases, and any deviation of 
nomenclature or ~etiological omission greatly in- 
creases the difficulty. Errors of certification 
resolve themselves into two orders - - ( t )  errors of 
commission, and (2) errors of omission. 

(i) Errors of commission are the result of that 
form of evasion (by statesmen called diplomacy) 
which circumstances force upon the medical 
attendant. The principal circumstance is that 
the State compels the medical attendant to deliver 
the certificate of death to the nearest relative of  
the deceased, and thus also avoids the liability for 
remuneration. I f  the medical attendant receive a 
fee it is from the deceased's relatives, and he may 
consider that the interests of the relatives and his 
own have  a claim equal to those of the State 
in the transaction. I t  is impossible, even 
approximately, to gauge the number of errors 
of commission. The evasion may be due either 
to the necessity for the medical attendant to avoid 
misunderstanding with his patients, or to the 
gentle but all meaning pressure on the part of his 
patients to respect relatives' scruples. The former 
may arise when, pressed early for an opinion, he 
applies a particular term to the disease, but with 
the development of further symptoms is enabled 
to trace the cause to a still deeper and till then 
obscured source. Any deviation in the certificate 
from the term originally used, although perfectly 
compatible with scientific accuracy, might appear 
to some ~s an error of diagnosis. To avoid mis- 
understanding by relatives the death would be 
certified in the original term, which, although 

possibly correct in itself, would not convey that 
primary cause it should be attributed t o  when 
classified statistically. The  latter, arising from 
direct or indirect pressure by relatives, may be 
similarly incorrectly classified from emitting to 
state the general disease, or by the use of obsolete, 
foreign, or indefinite terms, although it might be 
difficult to consider it either as suplOressio veri or 
suggesSiofalsi. Such diseases as syphilis, chronic 
alcoholism, delirium tremens, insanity of various 
kinds, tubercular, and malignant diseases are by 
some relatives considered opprobrious, and to be  
modified accordingly. 

A method of minimising these forms of error has 
suggested itself, namely, by annotating the certifi- 
cate to the effect that by inserting the number of 
the disease as numbered in the "Nomencla ture  of 
Diseases," the deaths would be classified accor- 
dingly; a code in fact is already formed for this 
purpose if the two Classifications coincided 
completely. Unfortunately it is a circuitous 
palliative, and might lead to the substitution 
of the number for the written cause of death, in- 
stead of the addition of the number to the written 
cause. 

The  responsibility for the production of these 
errors of evasion ultimately rests upon the State, so 
long as the influences of unnecessary circum- 
ambulation are compulsorily introduced into the 
process of certifying deaths. I t  is obvious that i f  
the State requires a certificate unbiassed by the 
relationships of doctor and patient, provision should 
be made for the direct transmission of the certifi- 
cate of death to a State official, namely the 
registrar, and a fee should be honestly paid by the 
State for this, as for any other State document, out 
of the purse of that public in whose interests the 
certificate is made. No other course can so 
effectually remedy this defect. This is nothing 
new, but the strangest thing at the present moment 
is that members of the medical profession are 
endeavouring to re-enact this precedent by apply- 
ing identically the same process to the notification~ 
of infectious diseases. For if the householder be  
compelled to notify infectious disease to the  
sanitary authority, and the medical attendant com- 
pelled to deliver the certificate to the householder, 
there is a precedent for the medical attendant 
looking to the householder for the fee, and 
moulding his certificate accordingly. 

(2) Emors of omrssian in the statement o f  
causes may be of three classes, under the heads of 
(A) unspecified causes, (B) ill-defined causes, and 
(C) definite causes imperfectly stated. Ill-defined 
and unspecified causes of death form a class in the 
reports of the Registrar General, numbering some 
30,000 annually, and they revresent only a portion 
of the errors falsifying mortality statistics. 

(A) UnVerified causes, as practical omissions of  
the cause altogether are found the oft quoted 
returns of sudden death, found dead, natural 
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causes (without inquiry as well as after inquest), 
visitation of God, etc. 

(t3) Ill-deflne~ causes, whether conveyed by 
insufficiency or superfluity of terms, may be due (a) 
to the statement of processes, the type or part 
affected being omitted, or (b) to the recording of 
symptoms only, omitting their cause, or (c) to the 
use of faulty nomenclature. 

(a) Processes, in which the type or locality is 
unstated, are met with in the following term~ : - -  
Hyper,emia, congestion, inflammation, suppuration, 
abscess, ulceration, mortification, gangrene, h~e- 
morrhage, atrophy, hypertrophy, tumour, cyst, 
cirrhosis, dropsy, and degenerations. 

(b) Sym:ptoms, with their causes omitted, that 
may be met with are asthenia, exhaustion, shock, 
collapse, spasm, wasting, asphyxia, coma, and 
apnoea. 

(c) Faulty nomenclalure furnishes various am- 
biguous, undetermined, obsolete, and foreign terms, 
as decline, marasmus, tabes, inanition, real-assimi- 
lation, debility, cellulitis, phlegmon, inertia, defi- 
cient vitality, cachexia, non-development, obsolete 
terms for various fevers and foreign terms, such as 
sclerema (German), lues (French). 

In  the Forty-fourth Annual Report of the Re- 
gistrar-General, p. xviii., this suggestive observation 
occurs : " I f  the Royal College of Physicians, be- 
sides providing an authoritative 'Nomenclature of 
Diseases,' could also prevail on medical men to 
use no other terms, in certifying as to causes of 
death, than those sanctioned, the tabulation of 
deaths would be carried out with much greater 
precision, and in a much more satisfactory manner, 
than is possible with the present lax use of medical 
terms." Again, the Forty-sixth Annual Report for 
1883, p. xxi. : " T h e  Royal College of Physicians 
has now printed a revised edition of t h e i r ' N o -  
menelature of Diseases,' and the Government has 
undertaken to supply a copy of it gratuitously to 
every registered medical practitioner in the country. 
Under these circumstances, it is surely not un- 
reasonable to ask that medical men shall, in stating 
causes of death, conform to the terminology adopted 
and recommended by the College." 

As to remedy, no remedy can be devised for 
converting an indefinite into a definite statement 
of cause except return of the certificate to the 
writer ; but some further stimulus to the avoidance 
of the use of indefinite terms might be afforded by 
printing a fairly full list of these terms in some 
such a form as below, in an appendix to the 
"Nomenclature of Diseases," and on the fly-leaf 
of the book of death-certificate forms. The list in 
the Registrar General's classification is not fuI1 
enough for this purpose, and even if it were, 
medical practitioners seldom or never see that 
classification. I t  is important that the writers of 
certificates should know and understand what 
are meant by ill-defined and unspecified causes. 

Ill-defined and Unspecified Causes, Processes, TyaOe or Zocaliy 
Not Stated. 

$9 mptoms, Causes Omitted. 
Debility, Asthenla, Weakness, 
Wasting, Exhaustion, 
Shock, Collapse, Spasm, 
Asphyxia, Coma, Apnoea, etc. 

Nomenclature, Faulty. 
Inanition, Inertia, Deficient Vitahty, 
lgon-development, 
Decline, Marasmus, Tubes, 
Mal-assimilation, 
Cellulitis, PhIegmon, Cachexla, 
Sclerema, Laes, And other foreign terms, etc. 

Unsi~ecifled Causes. 
Natural Causes, Sudden Death, Found Dead, etc. 

I t  may be mentioned here that all the causes of  
deaths quoted in this paper are taken from a~tual 
returns made. 

(6") l)efinite causes im~Oerfec/ly staled may confuse 
the extractor of death returns (x) in the absence of  
any statement of their duration (and duration is 
rarely recorded) (a) by malposition of causes, or (b) 
by redundance of causes; and (2) even if the dura- 
tion of the several causes be recorded (c) by the use 
of unrecognised compound terms, or (d) by indirect 
inference of the correct cause, or (e) by incomplete 
statement of diagnosis. 

(a) Malposition of order of definite causes of  
deaths is of common occurrence. In  the second 
suggestion on the fly-leaf of the book ,=of death- 
certificate forms, it is explained that the terms 
primary and secondary, which appear on the face of  
the death certificate, refer to order of  occurrence, 
but they are, as frequently as not, taken to refer to 
order of importance, or of no importance at all. In  
some cases this is Obvious, in others not so : for in- 
stance, gastritis five days, morbus cordis, syncope ; 
bronchitis, measles ; heart disease, rheumatic fever ; 
acute pneumonia, phthisis ; oedema of lungs, ery- 
sipelas; opthalmia, erysipelas; enlargement of  
liver, rubeola ; whooping cough, measles; measles, 
whooping cough ; diarrhoea, pneumonia ; pneu- 
monia, diarrhoea ; diphtheria, scarlatina ; scarlatina, 
diphtheria ; and so on. The  number of similar 
cases wrongly classified it would be impossible to 
ascertain. 

(b) Redundance of definite causes produces per- 
haps the greatest confusion: for instance, pneu- 
monia, pleurisy, cystitis; sarcoma, tuberculosis, 
diarrhoea, asthenia; syncope, congestion of lungs, 
fatty heart ; pleuro-pneumonia, tubercular enteritis, 
peritonitis; rickets, spinal curvature, hypertrophy 
of spleen and kidneys, oedema of lower extremities, 
leucocyth~emia, albuminuria (what a catalogue to 
carry to the grave !) ; or a complete record of post- 
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Congestion, Hyper~emia ,  Inflammation~ 
Abscess ,  Suppuration, Ulceration, 
Mortification, Gangrene, Necrosis, 
Haemorrhage, Catarrh, Flux, 
Atrophy, Cirrhosis, 
Tumour, Cyst, Hypertrophy, 
Dropsy, Degenerations, etc. 
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mortem appearances. The greatest sinners in this 
respect are medical officers of hospitals, and in the 
48th Annual Report of the Registrar-General (p. 
xxiii.) we find them chided : " I t  is much to be 
desired that our medical authorities should impress 
upon the students who pass through their hands 
the importance of so stating the cause of death 
in certificates, as may make them of use for the 
advancement of medical statistics, and should 
themselves set an unexceptionable example in this 
matter ; the death certificates even from our great 
hospitals too often leave much to be desired." 

(c) 6rnrecognised compound terms are equally 
confusing, and the more they are compounded the 
more perplexing they become, such as : broncho- 
pleuro-pneumonia, typhoid-pneumonia, gastro- 
enteric-catarrh, and similar statements. These com- 
pound terms are not recognised by the College of 
Physicians, and in the "Nomenclature of Diseases," 
gastro-enteritis, broncho-pneumonia, pleuro-pneu- 
monia, and others, are not to be found, although 
in Quain's dictionary and other works broncho- 
pneumonia is held synonymous with catarrhal or 
lobular pneumonia. 

(c O Inference of the definite cause is met with 
when the disease causing death is not actually 
mentioned, but is left to be inferred from the 
description. As examples of this: six months' 
child, inferring prematurity ; sudden asphyxia from 
defective circulation, inferring syncope ; bite of rat 
2o days, pneumonia one week, inferring septicmmia; 
specific disease, inferring syphilis; compression of 
brain, rupture of bloodvessel, inferring apoplexy ; 
perityphlitis, inferring localised peritonitis ; intes- 
tinal catarrh, inferring diarrhoea ; mesenteric 
disease, inferring tabes mesenterica ; and so on. 
Numbers of cases arise under this head which 
require an accurate and perceptive knowledge of 
medicine to classify under their correct causes, 
and point to the unreliability of statistics abstracted 
by those not so acquainted, and the advisability of 
avoiding to relegate to inexperienced persons the 
tedious task o abstracting causes of deaths, 
although other work in connection with statistics is 
not open to the same objection. 

(e) Incomplete statement of diagnosis is from time 
to time apparent amongst certified causes of death. 
Probably due in some cases to the rapid advent 
of death, in others to the obscurity of the disease, 
but only too probably in other cases to omission 
of the primary disease from oversight or indiffer- 
ence; in some cases it would be impossible for 
the patient to have been treated for a fatal disease 
if the diagnosis were really as vague as stated. 
Instances of this form of certificate are: brain 
disease; abdominal disease, incessant vomiting, 
exhaustion (no inquest); pityriasis vulva, coma; 
disease of lungs, liver, and kidneys; sudden 
syncope, collapse, internal h~emorrhage, natural 
(no inquest); sudden syncope, bursting of blood- 
vessel in lungs, whether due to phthisis or aneurism 

or other cause not stated; ligature of left 
femoral artery, erysipelas, whether due to 
aneurism or other cause not stated, but particular 
as to being on the left side; inability to retain or 
assimilate food; the omission of child-birth to 
precede female pelvic diseases; and so on. A1. 
though these omissions are possibly less serious 
than others previously mentioned, still they can 
only be classified under very general heads instead 
of under special heads or special diseases, and so 
considerably alter the ratio of various diseases, and 
detract from the value of precise statistics. 

Another cause that must be ever affecting the 
ratio of various diseases is the number of 
synonyms available in medicine. This would be a 
large subject to enter upon, but ready examples 
may be found. Inflammatory pneumonia would be 
returned as pneumonia; but the suppurative 
pneumonia of one certificate may be the abscess 
of lung of another ; and the fibroid pneumonia of 
one, the fibroid phthisis of another (perhaps with 
the fibroid omitted), or the cirrhosis of lung of 
a third. 

I t  is the same old story for fifty years that is 
repeated in the Registrar-General's last issued 
Annual Report, p. xx. : "There is still also much 
occasion for the exhortation addressed by the 
Presidents of the Colleges of Physicians and of Sur- 
geons and the Master of the Apothecaries Com- 
pany to their fellow practitioners, that they should 
give such certificates of the causes of death a s  

might further the advance of medical science, and 
there is still too much reason to repeat the com- 
plaint made in the very first Annual Report of the 
Registrar-General, and renewed on many after 
occasions, as to the inadequacy, and frequent in- 
comprehensibility, of the causes of death returned 
as the result of a soIemn judicial investigation in a 
coroner's court." 

To remedy these imperfect statements of definite 
causes, a suggestion was made by Dr. Vacher to 
underline on the certificate the cause under which 
the writer would have the death classified. This 
would only be available to correct malposition or 
redundance. Another suggestion, made by myself, 
was to substitute for the words "pr imary"  and 
*' secondary" on the certificate the terms "predis- 
posing," " proximate," and "immediate" ; but 
upon further consideration, this is open to the 
same objection of restricted application. I f  it be 
desirable for the writers of certificates to classify 
the causes of deaths as certified by them, a point 
open to difference of opinion, this could best be 
brought about by encouraging the use of the sug- 
gested code, ready at hand, for classification. That 
it might be desirable that the Registrar-General's 
classification should be printed in the "Book of 
Certificates," especially a list (as enumerated 
above) of the commoner ill-defined terms to be 
avoided, is a question worth considering; but 
to entrust the classification to the writers of 
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certificates is open to greater difference of  
opinion, for the errors of malposition and re- 
dundance can be easily overcome by stating the 
approximate duration of the several causes of  
death, a guide to classification of which medical 
practitioners rarely avail themselves. One of the 
reasons for this is, probably, that the words 
"pr imary"  and "secondary"  are taken to convey 
all the information requisite. Seeing that these 
words are also intended to be chronological, they 
appear superfluous with a duration column directly 
opposite. From the very frequent misinterpreta- 
tion or disregard of the terms "pr imary"  and 
"secondary," it would be better to omit them 
altogether. Possibly this would have the effect of  
causing the duration column to be more frequently 
filled in, particularly if the space now occupied by 
these terms were annotated upon the face of the 
certificate, where it is readily seen, to some such 
effect as the following : "Each cause of death to 
occupy a separate line. The approximate duration 
of each cause, which is of the utmost imjkortance, 
never to be omitted. The originating cause always to 
be stated, together with the type or the part affected. 
Ill-defined and compound terms unrecognised in 
the nomenclature of the Royal College of Physi- 
cians to be avoided." 

Certain s2~ecial causes of death occur that should 
also be mentioned, as although some of these 
are only symptoms, they are recognised either in 
the Nomenclature or in the Classification, or in 
both, and when occurring in both lists certain of 
them are differently classed : - -  

Classification of SYMPTOMS. Nomenclature of 
Registrar-General. College of Physicians. 

Ill defined Cause. Debility. 
,, p: Inanition. 

Vomiting. 
Zymotic Disease. Diarrhcea. 

{ Epidemic 
Diarrhoea. ) 

Developmental'~ 
Disease. f Cyanosis. 

Disease of Heart. Angina Pectoris. 
,, ,, Syncope. 

Developmental 
Disease. f Atelectasis. 

DISEASES. 

Immaturity. 
Disease of } 

Circulatory Senile Gangrene. 
System. 

Disease of Ear. Otitis, Otorrh~ea. 
Integumentary "~ 

Disease. f PhIegmon. 
,, ,, Cdlulitis. 

Zymotic Venereal "~ Stricture of (Disease of Organs 
_ Disease. f ....... Urethra. !. of Generation. 

The classification in the weekly returns and 

Developmental 
Disease. 

Dietetic Disease. 
Disease of Stomach. 

Disease of 
Intestines. 

Zymotic Disease. 

Disease of Heart. 

Disease of Lung. 

Developmental 
Disease. 

Disease of Skin. 

Omitted. 
Omitted. 
Obsolete. 

annual summaries is more concise than that in 
the annual reports of the Registrar-General. With 
the exception of  diarrhoea and atelectasis, the 
causes of death above mentioned do not appear 
separately in the shorter table. Any doubt as to 
the class in which they will be placed by an 
abstractor will depend upon whether he refers to 
the full Classification or to the Nomenclature, and 
these differing may considerably affect the ratios. 

Apart from individual diseases, the only main 
point of difference between the Classification and 
the Nomenclature is that under the head of 
violence in the former are classified the effects of 
injuries and poisons of the latter ; it is merely 
a question of terms, which might easily be 
assimilated The sz~b-classification of violent 
deaths judicially, as due to accident, negligence, 
homicide, or suicide, is of course peculiar to the 
Registrar-General's classification. 

There are also some revisions in the classifica- 
tion that might be suggested as worth considera. 
tion. 

Stricture of the urethra is not a venereal disease, 
and might well be.classed amongst diseases of the 
urinary system as m the nomenclature. 

In  dietetic diseases, starvation, want of breast 
milk, might be followed by improper feeding, mal- 
nutrition of infants, for there is no provision for 
the large number of deaths amongst infants from 
this cause ; rickets might then follow, for it is 
admitted by all best authorities that this is a 
dietetic and not a tubercular nor a diathetic 
disease. 

Constitutional diseases could be divided i n t o -  
( l)  tubercular, (2) cancerous, and (3) diathetic 
diseases. The first, containing tabes mesenterica, 
tubercular peritonitis, tubercular meningitis, acute 
hydrocephalus, phthisis, pulmonary tuberculosis, 
other forms of tuberculosis, scrofula. The second, 
cancerous or malignant diseases, on account of 
their steady increase, might be more differentiated, 
not according to their types, as these are frequently 
difficult or impossible to obtain record of, but, 
like tubercular diseases, according to parts affected, 
and preferably those situations in which the least 
doubt of  diagnosis is likely to arise, as malignant 
disease of femaIe organs of generation, male 
organs of generation, breast, lip and tongue, 
rectum, other parts. The third, diathetic diseases, 
would contain the remaining diseases of the con- 
stitutional class except rickets, re.classed as a 
dietetic disease. 

In developmental diseases the term immaturity 
should precede premature birth as in the nomen- 
clature. Accidents to foetus in delivery cause a 
certain number of deaths in infants surviving only 
a short period, many probably treated as still-born, 
as prolonged labour, umbilical h~emorrhage, 
suffocation, etc., and for these there is no provi- 
sion; accidents of  child-birth under the head of 
parturition refer only to the mother. Alelectasis, 
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as in the nomenclature, might well be relegated to 
respiratory diseases, and cyanosis for the same 
reason to diseases of heart. Since Farr's original 
enumeration of developmental diseases in the 
sixteenth annual report of the Registrar-General, 
the tendency has been to curtail the diseases in 
this class, by relegating them to the local classes, 
for instance, teething, and others. 

No great value appears derivable from differen- 
tiating congenital malformalions, and except for 
encumbering the classification, more value would 
be derivable from differentiating entozootic human 
parasites. 

Under violence, to the heading accident or negli- 
gence, might be added or doubtful, for a note to 
table 4 in the Weekly Returns runs : " T h e  evidence 
at inquests is often insufficient to enable the coro- 
ner to certify whether a violent death be the result 
of accident, murder, manslaughter, or suicide. All 
such cases are classed under accident or negligence." 

Still, leaving such changes open to question, 
uniformity of classification is an essential necessity. 
The last revision of the Registrar-General's classifica- 
tion of the causes of deaths was made in the abstracts 
of  1881, published in i883. The last revision of the 
nomenclature of diseases of the Royal College of 
Physicians was first considered in October, 188o, 
and was not printed until March, 1885 . Some four 
and a half years were therefore occupied in the 
process, probably due to the fact that twenty years 
had elapsed since the edition of 1869 . I t  is not 
unreasonable to expect that two years would be 
required to complete a decennial revision. We 
are now in t889, and in r89 I, the census year, 
those re-adjustments that may be required in the 
Registrar-General's classification, and in the terms 
used by medmal practitioners who supply the 
materials to be classified, will require to be carried 
out. In order that the Nomenclature of the 
Royal College of Physicians may appear in time 
to enable the Registrar-General's Classification to 
coincide, if a revision be decided upon, it is 
desirable that it should be taken into early con- 
sideration by the College. 

In  conclusion : - - ( i )  Unqualified persons should 
not certify, verbally or in writing, the pathological 
cause of death. (2) The certificate of death 
should be transmitted by the person certifying 
direct to the registrar of the district. (3) In  the 
same conspicuous spot upon the face of the 
certificate, the terms primary and secondary, 
should be superseded by concise instructions for 
filling in the causes of death. (4) The  Registrar- 
General's Classification of the causes of death 
should be printed in the certificate book, together 
with a list of terms to be avoided, and the person 
certifying referred by note for more detailed in- 
formation to the Nomenclature of  the Royal 
College of Physicians, to a copy of which he is 
entitled. (5) To facilitate this, the Classification 
and the Nomenclature should coincide (especially 

as to doubtful terms), the former being a con- 
densation of the latter, and the latter an anyslifica- 
tion of the former. 

In  justification for wearying you with such dry 
details it is sufficient to acknowledge that the 
public health service owes its very creation and its 
continued existence to vital statistics, and the 
accuracy of the materials from which these statis- 
tics are drawn depend in the first instance upon 
the correctness of the initial details, upon which I 
have laid most stress in the present paper. I had 
wished to enter into such questions as what should 
rightly be considered the classifiable cause of 
death, how far back we should seek for that cause, 
the form of classification especially valuable from 
a medical officer of health's point of view, methods 
of  abstracting causes, so as to procure uniformity 
and other questions, but they would have taken 
me to an inordinate length, and must be left to a 
future opportunity. 

NOTES ON THE MEMORIAL OF THE MANCHESTER 

AND SALFORD SANITARY ASSOCIATION, 

Addressed to t ier  Majesty's Principal Secretary of  State for  
the Home Department, on the subject of  " Registration 
Medical O~cers." 

THE memorial commences by stating " t h a t  the 
registration of the cause of death, under the provi- 
sion of the existing Registration Acts, is . . imper- 
fectly performed." This is a statement of fact 
upon which there can be no difference of opinion; 
and the memorial then proceeds to deal both with 
still-births and with deaths, questions regulated by 
the Registration Acts, and also with inquests, 
questions beyond the control of these Acts and 
regulated by the Coroners' Act. 

As to still-births the following words are used : 
" T h a t  as a further consequence of such imperfect 
registration, and the frequent neglect to register still. 
l~'rlhs, no adequate means exist for the detection 
of crimes of violence, especially in the case of 
young infants." In  the Registration Acts the 
registration of births only applies to "every child 
born alive," therefore a still-born child is not 
required to be registered as a birth, and the 
registration of deaths onty applies to "every  person 
dying," therefore a still-birth is not required to be 
registered as a death. Nor would it be desirable 
to register stilt-births as births and as deaths, 
although admitting that statistics of still-births 
would be valuable and are desirable. But, as 
suggested in the memorial, some better control is, 
in the first place, urgently required over the burial 
of children loosely stated to be still-born. This 
could be readily effected by repealing sub-sec. (b) 
of sec. 18 of the Births and Deaths Registration 
Act of  1874, which permits the burial of a still- 
born child upon the declaration of an informant, so 
that burial could then only take place upon a 
medical certificate or a coroner's order. I n  order, 
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in the second place, to compile records of still-births 
it would be necessary to make considerable amend- 
ments in the Act ;  (x) that the m°-dical certificate 
or coroner's order should pass into the hands of 
the registrar; (2) that the registrar should issue a 
certificate for burial; (3) that the registrars 
certificate should be returned to the registrar by 
the person burying (to prevent it being used a 
second time) ; (4) that if no medical certificate or 
coroner's order were forthcoming, the registrar 
should refer the matter to the district medical officer 
or  to the coroner as the case might be; further (5), a 
separate and distinct register of still-births, apart 
from those of births and deaths, would require to 
be kept by the registrar ; and (6) it would be of  
value torecord the sex and the approximate maturity 
of  the still-born. Thus it will be seen that the 
recording of still-births by registrars, entails much 
greater changes than the simple control by medical 
certificate or coroner's order of the burial of infants 
reputed still-born. 

As to the registration of the causes of dea:hs, 
the memorial sets forth, firstly, that '" the certificates 
given are often erroneously filled up, the place and 
time of origin of the disease are often not given ;" 
and secondly, that " i n  a large and varying pro- 
portion of cases no medicat certificate is obtained." 
The first refers apparently to all loose returns of  
the cause of death, whether supplied by a lay 
informant, or by the finding of a coroner's jury, 
or by medical certificate. Unfortunately sec. 2o 
of the Registration Act of 1874 merely requires a 
bare statement of " the  cause of death ; "  it does 
not even appear incumbent to state the particular 
disease or injury, or the particular symptoms, 
much less the time of  origin or duration. The 
insertion of this detail is such a simple matter, 
and of such indispensable value to statistics, that 
it should without hesitation be required in all 
deaths; and in sec. 48 (interpretation of terms) of 
the Act the cause of death should be so defined, 
and required, as forming part of " t h e  particulars, 
to be registered concerning the death." The 
second point, " in  a large and varying proportion 
of cases no medical certificate is obtained," refers 
apparently both to uncertified deaths and to 
i~quests. Uncertified deaths would require for 
their control the addition of a fourth sub-section 
to see. 2o of the Act, to the effect that--(4) In  
the case of the death of any person who has not 
been attended during his last illness by a registered 
medical practitioner, the registrar or the coroner 
shall require the district medical officer to examine 
into such death, and certify the cause of death to 
the registrar, or report to the coroner the result of 
such examination. 

As to the improvement of inquests, any necessary 
change would fall, not upon the Births and Deaths 
Registration Acts, but upon the codified Coroners' 
Act of I887. In every coroner's inquiry the 
absence of  any medical certificate of the patho- 

logical cause of death calls for serious reform 
in these imperfectly recorded public inquiries. At 
the large majority of inquests the necessity for a 
medical adviser to the coroner is patent, who, 
besides advising upon medical points, might frame 
a correct and comprehensible medical certificate 
based upon the evidence as to "by what" the 
death was caused apart from "by whom." 

The memorial proceeds to suggest as a remedy, 
that a new official should be created in each district, 
and that "his duties should consist in ( i)  the ex- 
amination of the body of every person the cause o f  
whose death has not been duly certified by a quah- 
fled medical practitioner, and (2) also of the body 
of every infant alleged to have been still-born ; 
also (3) that he should attend as assessor to the 
coroner at every inquest, and (4) make any need- 
ful post-mot[era examination. I t  would be very 
dtfficult to induce any government to consent to 
the creation of a new class of officials, the more 
especially as the duties could be discharged by 
existing officers ; and it has been shown above 
that ( t)  and (2) could be well undertaken by the 
poor law district medical officers. I t  must also 
be obvious, and this is a most important point, 
that it would be impossible for the same person to 
act both as witness and as adviser at an inquest, 
for suck would be the position of the official if he 
conducted the post-mortem exam!nation and also 
acted as assessor. A coroner is empowered to 
summon and direct any legally qualified medical 
practitioner to make the post-mortem examina- 
tion; unfortunately the choice is usually left to 
the coroner's officer, frequently with au unsatis- 
factory result. The medical attendxnt is usually 
directed to make the sectio cadaveris in cases 
attended by him, but in inquest c~ses unattended 
by medical practitioners it would be more 
satisfactory if it were made a rule that the district 
medical officer should make the sectio cadaveris, 
and that in special cases the supplementary services 
of an expert pathologist or chemist should be pro- 
vided. As to the medical assessor at inquests, the 
cause of deaths to be recorde~t being the object of  
inquiry, there can be no doubt that the medical 
officer of heaIth of the district is the fittest person 
to undertake that very necessary duty, to be present 
at inquests as well as to act as deputy in the absence 
of the coroner. The Coroners' Act compels the 
appointment of a deputy ; and by the direction of  
the Lord Chancellor, whose approval is necessary 
to such appointments, and who controls the amalga- 
mation and subdivision of coroners' districts, it 
might be possible to appoint medical officers of 
health as deputies, each in his own dis:tier. This 
is only a suggestion, but the Coroners' Act requires 
such considerable amendment that only a mere idea 
can be given of the lines in which amendments 
would best be directed for the public welfare. 

There may be difference of opinion as to methods 
of amelioration, but agreement is general upon those 
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p o i n t s  m e n t i o n e d  in  t h e  m e m o r i a l  w h i c h  o b s t r u c t  
t h e  i m p r o v e m e n t  o f  p u b l i c  h e a l t h  b y  v i t i a t i ng  v i ta l  
s t a t i s t i c s ,  p o i n t s  wel l  k n o w n  to  m e d i c a l  off icers  o f  
h e a l t h ,  a n d  w h i c h  r e q u i r e  n o t  o n l y  t h e  "earnest 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n "  o f  o u r  legis la tors ,  b u t  a l so  de f in i t e  
a c t i o n  b y  a m e n d m e n t  o f  t h e  law. 

T h e  M a n c h e s t e r  a n d  Sal ford  S a n i t a r y  A s s o c i a t i o n  
d e s e r v e  s u p p o r t  in  a g a i n  ca l l i ng  a t t e n t i o n  to  t h e s e  
s e r i o u s  d e f e c t s  t h a t  u r g e n t l y  r e q u i r e  r e m e d y i n g .  I n  
t a k i n g  a c t i o n  to  i m p r o v e  t h e  r e g i s t r a t i o n  o f  b i r t h s  
a n d  d e a t h s ,  a n d  t h e  m e t h o d s  o f  i n q u i r i n g  in to  d e a t h s ,  
i t  w o u l d  b e  m o r e  e f fec tua l  for  t h i s  or  a n y  o t h e r  
s o c i e t y  to  s u g g e s t  in de ta i l  p a r a g r a p h s  for t h e  
a m e n d m e n t s  r e q u i r e d  in  t h e  p r e s e n t  Ac t s ,  o r  
for  a g e n e r a l  a m e n d m e n t  ac t ,  a n d  to  s u b m i t  
t h e s e  for t h e  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  H o m e  Sec re t a ry .  

JOHN 17. J. SYKES. 

DISCUSSION. 
T h e  President made a few observations, and invited Mr. 

Noel Humphreys  to commence the discussion. 
Mr. Noel Humphreys remarked that the subject was of 

great interest, and be was glad to see that Dr. Sykes had 
brought it forward, because the medical officers of heahh 
were well qualified to initiate the necessary reforms. He 
agreed with Dr. Sykes as to the low standard of the d e a h  
certificate ; it would be well ff something could be done to 
improve its quality, but there was great difficulty in suggest- 
ing remedies. With regard to the proposal of sending the 
certificate direct to the registrar, this system was in force in 
Scotland, and was a failure. The  medical man has ten days 
within which he must send the certificate ; the result is that a 
large number of be, rials take place before any certificate is 

~i ven, and uncertified deaths are in exc.ss of the rest of the 
ngdom. If, again, a fee has to be given for the certificate, 

such tee could not well be less than half-a-crown, which would 
mean ~6o,ooo a year. In cases in which the cause of death is 
not properly stated, an inquiry is sent from the Registrar- 
General 's  tffice ; no less t~an 4,00o of these inquiries have 
been made yearly, and satisfactory replies as a rule obtained ; 
some of these cases have been certified intentionally in an 
obscure manner, 1or the reasons stated in the paper. The 
erroneous certificate is not actually returned, but inquiries 
are made of the medical man certif)ing, which answer the 
same purpose ; of course medical officers of health have 
not this facility. The classifications of the Registrar- 
General and that of the College of Physicians were hardly 
comparable ; for instance, the aim of the latter was to classify 
all maladies, whether fatal or not. Dr. Sykes says that there 
is no provision in the classification of infants dying during 
parturition, but such would be classed by the Registrar- 
General's department as due to violence. 

Dr. Armstrong said that the paper was a very valuable one. 
A~ an instance of the difficulty of certifying, he mentioned a 
case in which the cause of death was said to be "rupture of 
the urethra--phthisis--h~emorrhage," and cited some amusing 
instances of eccentric certificates, one in which a medical 
practitioner of the old scheol certified chest affections under 
the name of "pectoral disease," and in another certificate 
he tound the cause put down as " m i t r a l  construction." In  
his lectures to Public Health students he had always laid 
great stress on the necessity of wording death certificates 
clearly and accurately. 

Mr. Wynter  Blyth said he considered the failure of the 
Scotch system was not a fair instance to cite against the 
proposal of Dr. Sykes. The Scotch system was evidently 
bad, for too long a time was given to the medical man to 
send in his certificate ; whereas if the system had been not 
to allow burial without a medical certificate, to oblige the 
medical man at once to forward his certificate to the regis'ray, 

with penally for neglect, the system would probably have 
worked well. The present cta, sificatlon was based upon an 
ol.d--a dying--pathology ; it took no heed to the recent 
advances in bacteriological knowledge ; for it, stance, although 
many maladies such as small-pox, typhoid fever, and whoop- 
ing cough were only in/erred to be dependent on micro- 
organisms, there were others, such as erysipelas, ophthalmia, 
aphthous fever, tuberculosis, and anthrax, which had been 
incontestablyjOroved to be connected with mlcro-organisms 
--proved,  because the bact, riologist could always reproduce 
them ; hence it is evident that these maladies should be 
classed together, and not placed so far apart as they are in 
the two classifica'ions we are most familiar with. He quite 
agreed with Dr. Sykes as to the importance of eliminating 
mere causes or symptoms from the certificate as a cause of 
death. To certify accurately is often difficult ; for instance, 
in cases of dea*h from drink you might find liver, lungs, and 
kidney all fairly equally diseased; one man would certify 
disease of the Iung.% a second disease of the liver, a third 
disease of the kidneys ; they all would be right, but accord- 
ing to the certificate given the same case would fall into 
different classes. (Mr. Noel Humphreys :  What  about 
alcoholism ?) Well, " alcoholism" as certified was an un-  
desirable term ; it was confined to certificates for the lower 
classes ; if my lord Tom Noddy drank himself to death, you 
would never find it  mentioned in the certificate. To be 
consister, t, if you put alcoholism as a cause of death, you 
should also put " t h e  east wind"  instead of bronchitis ; both 
are causes of disease. 

Dr. Lovett quite agreed with Mr. Wynter Blyth ; no 
practitioner would certify that his patient died from alco- 
holism. He knew a case in which a man died from excessive 
venery, but such did not appear in the certificate. As  
bearing on the question of coroners' inquests, to show the 
working of the system, he might cite an instance, the truth 
of which he could vouch for, in which a coroner's officer 
brought two guineas to the medical witne.,s, saying : " Y o u  
would not have had this inquest and poxt-morlem if it had 
not been for me ; so we will divide : I take a guinea, the other 
is for you." 

Dr. Reginald Dudfield said that he had paid great atten- 
tion to an amended classification of disease, and rather 
expected to have heard something more about that subject 
from Dr. Sykes. He  had collected materials himself, and had 
prepared a scheme which he trusted to submit to the Society 
at an early date. 

Dr. Sykes in reply said that he was of opinion that the 
certificate of death sheuld be transmitted at once by the 
medical attendant direct to the registrar, and that the regis- 
trar should not issue his certificate for burial before the re- 
ceipt of the medical certificate. It  was not a question of 
burdening the State with expense, it was the medical pro- 
fession that was burdened, for if the value of these certifi- 
cates was estimated at Lfo,ooo,  what other profession or 
class of  men would ever dream of gratuitously presenting 
the State every year with sixty thousand pounds worth of  
valuable material ? The  Nomenclature or Classification of 
Diseases, and the Classification of Causes of Deaths, should 
coincide and fit into one another, the termination of disease 
in death left it in the same class as if it had terminated in 
recovery, pathology being the basis of classification, and 
eetiology preceding treatment to the same extent in curative 
as in preventive medicine. It  is mere sophistry to maintain 
that the objects are different ; the proof is in the practice. 
Let any one classify causes of deaths according to the 
Nomenclature, and also according to the classification, and 
it will be found that they coincide, with the exception of 
certain individual diseases mentioned, which do not affect 
the main question, but require readjustment. Wha t  should 
be recorded as the cause of disease and  of death is of as 
much concern to the wri:er of the certificate as to the 
abstrtctor of returns 

A unanimous vote of thanks was accorded to Dr.  Sykes 
for his interesting paper. . 
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registration of births and deaths, and the methods of inquir- 
ing into deaths, it would be more effectual to suggest in 
detail paragraphs the amendments required in the present 
Acts, or for a general Amendment Act, and to submit them 
for the consideration of the Home Secretary." 

Mr. Shirley Murphy stated that probably this would be a 
convenient time to make the announcement that he had 
resolved to redgn his post as honorary, secretary to the 
Society ; owing to Dr. Seaton also resigmng, it would give 
the Society an opportunity of considering the desirability of 
appointing one bon. secretary instead of two. At the same 
time, he expressed his willingness to assist in every possible 
way until arrangements had been made for carrying on the 
necessary duties. 

The President moved that the very best thanks of the 
Society be given to Mr Shirley Murphy for his past services, 
and expressed the regret that he, in common with other 
members of the Society, felt on hearing the announcement. 
The vote of thanks was carried unanimously, and the matter 
of appointir~g a successor was referred to the Council tor 
consideration and report. 

P R O C E E D I N G S  O F  N O R T H  W E S T E R N  
B R A N C H  O F  T H E  S O C I E T Y  OF M E D I -  
C A L  O F F I C E R S  O F  H E A L T H .  

PULMONARY PHTHISIS AS A PREVENTABLE 
DISEASE. 

Abstract of an Address to the IV. I~. Hranch of the Society of 
~Wedical Off~cers of Health, by HENRY WELCH, M.D., 
B.Sc., M.O.H., Blackpool~ President. 

AFTER a few remarks on the extreme interest 
attaching to pulmonary consumption, and the 
importance of a .disease which accounts for about 
one-seventh of the total mortality of England, 
nearly equal to that from the whole of the seven 
principal zymotics, Dr. Welch said tha t  his object 
was to briefly review the results of  pathological 
and scientific investigations into the etiology ot 
tuberculosis, and especially of tubercular phthisis, 
during recent times. 

H e  went on to say : - - W e  have only to remind 
ourselves of the ubiquity of the disease, occurring 
as it does in every part of the globe, and through all 
recorded history, since medicine became a method, 
to be able to appreciate the slightest aid to our 
knowledge of the circumstances under which it 
arises or is disseminated. 

In  the middle of the x 7th century consumption 
was thought to be specially endemic in cold and 
northern latitudes, and particularly prevalent in 
England, since it wa~ described in 1647 by Garen- 
cieres as Angli~ flagellum sen tubes Anglica, and 
in 1666 by G. Hervey as Marbus Angli~e, but in 
modern times the fact has been demonstrated that 
it is not dependent  upon la t i tude--except  perhaps 
inasmuch that what were considered the more 
dangerous regions, i.e., the colder, have been found 
to be actually somewhat more exempt. 

I t  is probable that in recent times the amount of 
the disease has been increased ibari passu, with 
civilization, though the early records of its local 
prevalence are untrustworthy on this point. 

In  recent times, however, it appears certain that 
in proportion as colonization and civilization have 

led to the aggregation of men in towns, so has 
phthisis come to occupy a more prominent position 
in the mortality returns. 

Nevertheless, the records in England during the 
last thirty years seem to point to a slight though 
decided improvement in this respect, contempo- 
raneously with the decline in the general death-rate. 

Hirsch gives a table of the mortality from 
phthisis, in the various countries of Europe, which 
shows a rate varying from i '2  in Catania (Italy), 
and 1.8 in Switzerland, to 9 per ~,ooo in some 
towns in Austria, but the rate varies almost to as 
great an extent in the different localities of the 
various countries. 

Taking the mortality returned as phthisis in 
London, the following are the death-rates for the 
decennial periods since 185 i. 

I851-60 I861-70 I871-80 188I-87 
2"89 2"83 2"51 2ui 

Owing, however, to the vague use of the term 
"consumption," up till recently it is possible that 
some of the mortality from other diseases of the 
respiratory systems has been confounded with 
true tubercular phthisis. 

For  example, the lung disease common among 
workers in dusty manufactures, especially mineral 
dusts, is quite distinct from tubercular phthisis, in 
the majority of cases at least, and is due to the 
action of the inorganic irritant producing bron-  
chitis, asthma, and fibroid pneumonia. 

On the other hand, it is probable that manyof 
the fatal diseases among very young children ought 
to be classed as tubercular, which me now at- 
tributed to vague causes such as convulsions, 
atrophy, etc. 

Then, again, some of the conditions favouring 
phthisis also tend to increase the mortality from 
other diseases of the respiratory system. 

For  these reasons the mortality from phthisis, 
tubercular diseases other than phthisis, and diseases 
of the respiratory system, have been separately 
plotted on the chart before you. 

The tendency since i 85 i  has been towards a 
reduction in all three, but  more conspicuously so 
in the case of phthisis. 

The  increase in mortality from respiratory dis- 
eases during the first decade tempts one to 
conclude that the apparent decline of phthisis 
is really due to a transference of the assigned 
cause of one class to the other, but this cannot be 
so during the last eighteen years, as all three have 
declined in England to a certain extent, but 
phthisis more so than the others, so that we 
cannot escape the conclusion that the amount, 
or, at any rate, the fatality, of pulmonary phthisis, 
has materially declined in recent years, comci- 
dently with the decline in the general death-rate, 
and this lends support to the argument that 
improvements in the general conditions of hygienic 
surroundings which have undoubtedly taken place 
during the last twenty years have also had a most 
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